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During the test we’ve got a couple of focus points. In this document 

we’ll describe where you’ll need to focus on during the time of the test. 
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Inhoud 

General focus points: ........................................... Error! Bookmark not defined. 

Camera functionality: ............................................................................................ 4 

Wireless connection: .............................................................................................. 4 
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1. General functionality: 

1.1. The experience of the face unlock feature. It recognizes your face 

correctly and fast but doesn’t recognize other people's faces. 

1.2. The usage of common top applications. Does each function work 

normally and smooth? 

1.3. The usage of common top games. Do they run smoothly and with 

high frame rate? 

1.4. The experience of chat applications. Do they run smoothly even with 

a high amount of group messages and media? 

1.5. The experience of watching video's both online and offline (offline is 

a different thing). Does the video run smoothly, can you scroll through 

the video without it getting stuck? 

1.6. The usage of multiple apps next to each other. Does the switching 

go smoothly and do apps respond well when opening them for the first 

time? 

1.7. The experience of opening a new app after installing the app or 

after clearing the data. Does the app respond fast and normal? 

1.8. Do shopping applications run normally, when send to another app 

for payment does it return to the correct page and without getting 

stuck. 

1.9. How do navigation apps run? Do they get the correct positioning of 

the phone, can they run in the background and is your location updated 

in real time? 

1.10. Does the pop-up camera work well? Does it open in your pocket if 

you receive a video call or not? 

1.11. Do some apps have black bars at the top or the sides. 
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1.12. Does the screen flicker sometimes? 

1.13. Does the GMS (normal calling and texting) work correctly. 

2.New functionality: 

2.1. Does the video editing app named Soloop function well? 

3.Camera functionality: 

3.1. wide angle, telephoto photos and video. 

3.2. front and rear portrait mode virtual adjustment and taking pictures. 

3.3. rear portrait mode style filter switch to take photos. 

3.4. front and back video virtual recording. 

3.5. rear video super anti-shake. 

3.6. night mode to take pictures, turn on the bracket switch to take 

pictures. 

4.Wireless connection: 

4.1. When connected with Wi-Fi can you stream video's or games 

without lag or delay. 

4.2. Do apps of local companies function correctly when using Wi-Fi. 

4.3. When connected to a car, headset or other wireless speakers can 

you listen to audio without it getting interrupted or with weird noises. 

4.4. Is the GPS positioning accurate? 

4.5. Can you use NFC normally with contactless payments? 


